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A truly bespoke product, where each compo-
nent is custom made, individually built and 
finished by hand, offering an unprecedentend 
choice of custumised styles, finishes and 
materials, from 24 carat gold, to the finest 
wood veneers.

Paul makes it possible to add your own 
personality, to any of his passionate and luxu-
rious designs, be it a timeless opulence or 
cutting edge chic.

A kitchen should have a soul and presence, 
stirring the emotions, celebrating family life and 
convival living, transforming the kitchen into the 
heart and soul of the home.

Paul Marazzi’s passion for design, has fash-
ioned a uniquely identifiable style, a fusion of 
modern and classical influences, creating 
original design concepts, never seen before, 
and complied library of outstanding and 
inspired work.

His philosophy is to understand artisan’s  
techniques of the past, and toreinterpret them, 
using the latest technology and modern 
day engeneering.

 See where passion
and inspirational design takes you!





ARGENTO GRIGIO



PALISSANDRO E CREMA LUCIDO



MENTA BRILLANTE LUCIDO





ANGELO-DORATO E PALISSANDRO



AZZURRO METALLIZZATO



NERO E BIANCO



ROSSO FIORANO NERO



AZZURRO SCINTILLO



FERRARI ROSSA



COLOSSEO ORO





COLOSSEO ROSSO FIORANO



COLOSSEO ROSSO LUCIDO



FINISHES

Marble

Wood

Metal

Leather

Gold & Silver Leaf Lacquer - MATT, GLOSS & METALLIC

Corian & Cement

There are many, many finishes avail-
able, including different materials, 
colours and treatments, for custom 
installations. All share excellent qual-
ity and solidity, ensuring a high 
value kitchen, both functionally and 
aesthetically, which will last for years 
to come.

Marazzi manages and organizes space 
efficiently and flexibly, thanks to it’s adapt-
able and multi-use solutions. The sophisti-
cated details and finishes give a highly 
sought and elegant character to these 
workspaces.

Marazzi materials are rich, rare and of high 
quality. The blending of different materials 
such as, for example, leather, marble and 
cement, gives character to the surfaces, 
which depending on tastes and require-
ments, may be further ustomized with 
special textures.
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